Luminia Verandas
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Experts in Aluminium

We’ve got
everything
covered

WHETHER CHOOSING A VERANDA
SYSTEM FOR AN INSULATED ROOF,
PATIO COVER OR STYLISH CARPORT,
YOU CAN BE CONFIDENT OUR EXPERTS
WILL PROVIDE A SOLUTION THAT
DELIVERS SIGNATURE STYLE AND

At AluK we’ve been designing, engineering and
manufacturing industry-leading aluminium systems for
over 20 years. And nowhere is our love for this remarkably
versatile building material more evident than our Luminia
Veranda range.
Whether choosing a veranda

that delivers signature style and

system for an insulated roof,

peerless performance. A solution

patio cover or stylish carport,

that will give you the feeling of

you can be confident our

being outdoors while effortlessly

experts will provide a solution

sheltering you from the elements.

PEERLESS PERFORMANCE.
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The greater
outdoors
With weather increasingly impossible to predict, we believe
every Indian summer and mild winter is a further opportunity
to embrace outdoor living. And where better than a second
living room in your garden?
With the addition of a Luminia

No longer will you have to worry

Veranda you can enjoy longer

about Mother Nature rudely

sunshine sessions, brighter spaces

interrupting your party or barbecue.

and more late night fresh air while

And long gone will be the mad

remaining sheltered and protected

panic to get the outdoor furniture

at all times.

in before the heavens open.
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Guaranteed
performance
Not only is aluminium lightweight and strong, it’s almost
100% recyclable. So it’s hardly surprising our aluminium
verandas are popular across Europe and beyond.
As ever we stand by the quality

Furthermore, our paint coatings

and durability of our products,

are applied in accordance with

which is why we offer a 10-year

the strictest standard in the industry

guarantee* on all of our Luminia

– the QUALICOAT quality label.

Veranda systems.

*Please refer to our website for full terms and conditions.
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Hide and sleek
While our designers work tirelessly to deliver exceptional
style from every angle, it’s often impossible to see their
finest work. And they wouldn’t have it any other way.
That’s because many of the most

design feature you’ll find though.

innovative features of the Luminia

Optimised aluminium reinforcement.

range are the invisible fixings.

Adjustable roof pitches. Cable-free

It’s these fixings that ensure rainwater

lighting solutions. We could go on,

drains freely out of sight and that the

but we’d much rather showcase our

veranda remains rust-free and easy to

technological know-how up close

clean. It’s far from the only intelligent

and personal.
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Versatile
by design

PREMIUM TYPE 1

MODERN TYPE 3

ENHANCED TYPE 4

Like all AluK designs, this Luminia

Our most contemporary

The most robust veranda in our

system is inherently strong

veranda, this system boasts

range, this supersized design is

and near maintenance-free.

slimmer aesthetic lines.

ideal if you’re looking for free

The system also features

A perfect example of form

passage and a brighter outside

thermal breaks, giving you

embracing function.

space. Thanks to additional steel

the freedom to transform the

reinforcement this system can

veranda into an insulated

stretch an impressive six metres

living space.

in width with the support of only
two posts.
*We also offer a Victorian style
gutter for the type 4.

Premium insulated veranda (Type 1): NPD (no performance declared).
*Product only available on request.
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Sliding
doors

Side
walls

Setting
the tone

The addition of a glass sliding door system
will ensure you’re in your element come
rain or shine.

Adding side walls to your outdoor space
will provide additional wind protection
should the weather take an unexpected
turn for the worse.

Luminia Verandas are available in the following
standard colour ranges:*

Better still, not only will you be left undisturbed by the
weather thanks to our slim frame design, your view outside

Designed to perfectly fit the veranda roof without any

will be almost entirely free of interruption too. Of course

visible screws, side walls add function without sacrificing

the benefits don’t stop there. Double rollers and cleats

style. They’re also essential if you plan on installing an

deliver reliable and smooth operation, allowing you to

AluK glass sliding door system.

STANDARD WHITE

CREAM

QUARTZ

VOLCAN

open up your outside space by pushing or pulling a single
panel. While an impressively low threshold reduces the
risk of tripping when heading outside.

*Type 1 available in Standard
White and Cream. Other RAL
colours available on request.

For more information call us on 01633 81 04 40 or email info@alukhome.co.uk

NERO

*Type 3 and 4 only available in
Standard White, Cream, Quartz,
Volcan and Nero.
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Attention
to detail

EASY INSTALLATION

INVISIBLE WATER DRAINAGE

LED LIGHTING

STEEL REINFORCEMENT

Each of our Luminia models

While we understand the

Our Luminia Verandas have

With steel reinforcement of the

has been created with

importance of water drainage,

been intelligently designed to

gutter we can offer a six-meter

installation ease firmly in mind.

we don’t believe it should ever

bring extra light into the home.

span without the need for an

No faff, no fuss, just versatile

come at the cost of style.

Even after dark. Low energy LED

intermediate post. This opens

verandas that can be easily

It’s why we’ve integrated

lights are subtly integrated into

up your outside space to a

fitted onsite. Optional roof

pipes within the posts to ensure

the rafters to provide additional

world of natural light and

inclines are also available.

drainage isn’t simply efficient,

light long into the night.

unencumbered views.

but invisible too. We’ve also
made accessing the pipe
simple by including
a detachable cap.

*Awning not included in the Luminia range
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T: 01291 639 739
E: info@aluk.co.uk

Registered Office:
AluK (GB) Ltd
Newhouse Farm Ind Est
Chepstow
NP16 6UD
Registered Number:
02881320
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Experts in Aluminium

